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There must be added expectations when designing a workspace for a client involved in the creative 

industries. At the least, presentation mee皿gs must elicit energetic reactions fiom people who are involved m 

similarly'right-brain'activities day in and day out. They aren't likely to be impressed with anything standard 

M Moser Associates, world叨de experts in office design, found itself in such a position when designing the 

New York offices of Saatchi & Saatchi. an internationally famous advertising company In fact one could argue 

that the pressure was doubled, because the chent isn't just an'advertising·firm. it made its name as one of 

the most edgy, creative and or屯inal of advertising firms 

An obvious goal of the brief was to provide a work env1romnent that could tap into and enhance that 

creative reputation, a space that would reflect Saatchi & Saatchi's own DNA and pos1t1on at the forefront of 

an industry catermg to clients who themselves have high expectations for originality When a client of the 

advertising frrm arrives at Lhe offices for a meeting or presentation, they need to enter an environment that 

re叫orces their decision to choose this p釭tJCular group of people. They need to understand that, here. ideas 

and concepts are fostered 

And at the'internal'level, the offices had to do exacLly that: encourage interaction and imagination. promote 

creative individual thinking and collective brainstorming, and welcome spontaneity and unplanned cross

fertilisation of ideas. Could interior design do all that? 

The brief also outlined the desire to consolidate and density the firm's current outfit. IL is no surprise that m 

many fields nowadays, but especially in the creative ones, the old models of o血ce layouts have been replaced 

by new, more fle灿le and less ri守d planning Glazed m partly enclosed cubicles and even comer executive 
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